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Abstract
Green Resources Ltd, a subsidiary of Norway based Green Resources (formerly
Tree Farms) has entrenched itself in the Southern Highlands of Tanzania where it
looks to acquire at least 142 000ha of land and a total of not less than 170 00ha in
Tanzania alone. This will add to its already existing and expanding prese3nce in
other African countries such as Uganda, Kenya and Mozambique among others.
All this massive land grab to plant exotic trees (varieties of eucalyptus and pine)
for the purpose of selling an expected 400 000 tons of carbon credit to the
Norwegian government. This project is supposed to be a double wormy,
providing Norway with the reason not to reduce its local carbon emissions while
providing development through employment and other benefit to local and
impoverished African communities such as Idete in the Iringa district. Studies of
the plantation model and its impacts on local economies (Brazil, Equador, South
Africa and Swaziland) argues that these claims by Green Resources have to be
considered carefully and warns that these projects represent a new form of
colonialism, land grabs and carbon as well as resource imperialism, for which
African countries need to be careful.

Introduction
The discourse around climate change adaptation and mitigation in Africa has opened up
speculative investment and land grabbing opportunities in Africa by European and Chinese
companies. Taking advantage of the global forest processes that deliberately confuse
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diverse areas are being planted up with monoculture tree plantations of water guzzling and
invasive exotic trees such as eucalyptus and pine trees, being drummed up as the panacea for
climate change. Facilitating this process are western (largely, IMF, World Bank and UN) aligned
think-tanks as well as the private sector through a process reminiscent of 19th century colonial
expansion into Africa. These team up by influencing and arm-bushing local governments
through promises of funding and development to allow the expropriation of land at a new
alarming rate that has invited suggestions of a “new scramble for Africa” (Southall and Melber,
2009) and “carbon colonialism” (Arecker, 2008) among other descriptions.

What is also a common feature of these developments is the commoditisation of Africa’s land
and natural resources while exploiting African labour for the purpose of extracting the surplus
produce for western accumulation. Proponents of this development paradigm have introduced
a discourse about African land that views Africa’s land as degraded, marginal and of no
economic value. The next twist to this discourse is that leasing or selling this land to European
firms is the only way to ensure lasting land regeneration, conservation of natural resources and
therefore deriving economic benefit. According to Mwesiga Baregu (2010) this shift is consistent
with the new character of globalisation that has rendered African labour redundant and the
new object of imperialism is Africa’s land. The original focus of western imperialism was
defended on the mantra of civilising the barbaric Africans. The white man’s burden included
the duty to civilise through Christian conversion and the introduction of commerce. The current
whiteman’s burden is now a focus on land. It is no longer the savagery African. If left to the
Africans’ means, deforestation and land degradation threatens destruction through climate
change – we are made to believe. To market the REDD and CDM projects, the conditions of
poverty in many African communities, for instance the Masaai of Nanyuki in Kenya who argue
that they do not live in the forest but live with the forest is, degraded – land development the
new whiteman’s burden – no longer the conversion of the lost African soul – but the revival of
Africa’s marginal land, apparently by converting grasslands into timber plantations as in the
case of the Norwegian Company Green Resources. The idea of Africans gobbling up the
environment and their land is not new in African political ecology. Actually, the history of
African land development in the colonial era is replete with this theme from the Betterment

Acts of apartheid South Africa to the policies and basis for the establishment of nature
conservancies and game reserves – the African has always been the arch-problem.

The black man and black woman is still not responsible for carrying their own burdens and
defining the programmes to do such. African universities, far from being centres of knowledge
production and managing the development discourse, still act as parrots mimicking and
repeating after what western think-tanks propose. Many, a university based intellectual are
absorbed into the world of consulting to be bothered with real knowledge production for the
economic liberation of Africa. One of the themes coming out of the research in Tanzania
suggests that the economic, social and cultural rights of the poor can never be achieved without
unlocking and developing the organisational ability/potential of the rural and urban poor to
efficiently participate in the articulation of their own rights through policy and development
mechanism. It is also abundantly clear that the current configuration of Africa states, state
systems and economies through the continuation with colonial boundaries sustains the global
capitalist exploitation and extraction of African resources. Until such a time that properly
configured and thought through united African political and economic unit has been achieved,
Africa will remain prey to the competing imperial needs of Europe, America and China.

In a new book, Governing Africa’s Forests in a Globalised World, German, Karsenty & Tiani

[eds] (2010, 400pp) argue for the development of a governance regime on Africa’s forest
resources whose calculated aim is to commoditise the resource for easy market access
(euphemism for western capital exploitation). One of the themes found in the book is
the competition between Asian (especially Chinese) influence in Africa and that of the
West (especially, Europe and the IFIs). Alain Karsenty (German, Karsenty & Tiani, 2010:
79 -100), points to the trend of the crowding out of the World Bank as the major funder
of the forest sector, by countries such as China, Norway, France and others on a global
rush for timber and forest resources (as well as the control of land) in African countries.
Karsenty is sceptical of the arrival of China in the African ‘political-economic game’
which he sees as allowing “African states to enjoy greater autonomy, making

orientation of future change in natural resources governance even more uncertain”
(German, Karsenty & Tiani, 2010: 79).
The top five African timber suppliers to China (Cameroon, Congo-Brazzaville,
Equatorial Guinea, Gabon and Mozambique) are said to be experiencing weakened
standards with respect to regulation. These countries do not have the majority of the 3,
491 157ha of Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)-certified forests in Africa. Those with
the majority trade with the west and FSC is seen as a reasonable standard to assure
social, environmental and cultural sustainability of land use and investment. The
possibility of REDD payments as ‘conservation rent’ to “raise the stakes between and
within communities; commitments that allow accountability mechanisms to develop at
both national and local levels” is also proposed. Experiences with REDD projects
among the Masaai community in Nanyuki (Kenya) demonstrate that the REDD
mechanism is far from an empowerment tool for local communities.
The transfer of forest management to the local level in many developing countries is
seen as a panacea for livelihood and for managing forests in these countries. In
Tanzania to transfer of land management to the local level has open the flood gates for
corporate to swindle away land from unsophisticated rural governance structures in the
name of bringing in development. Using two outcome measures, that is; adjusted
household forest income and the share of adjusted household income from forest
products to evaluate the effect of the forest-sector reform on rural livelihoods, Jagger (in
German, Karsenty & Tiani, 2010: 117) suggests a limited effect on livelihoods. He
however, qualifies his finding stating that “for households and forests affected by the
reform there is no evidence that both favourable livelihood and sustainability outcomes
have been achieved” and that “livelihood improvements are largely attributed to
institutional failures, including selective enforcement that favours the wealthy and an
absence of meaningful community engagement …” (Jagger, in German, Karsenty &
Tiani, 2010: 117).

Using the case of Tanzania Blomley, et.al., (pp. 126 – 143) also

consider the importance of institutional arrangements for deriving benefits from forest
resources. The recent rush for Africa’s land through bio-fuel and carbon climate change
related projects has led to a situation where tree plantations are taking precedence over
agriculture with very scaring implications for national and local food sovereignty. This
has led to a massive land grab affecting many regions of the continent.

There is a rush by African governments to allocate land to ‘investors’. For instance, the
Ethiopian government, close to both the US and China, has calculated that it has nine million
acres to lease to investors using the persistent famine in the country as justification. It is alleged
that millions of acres have already been '
allocated'
, with Saudi Arabian companies paying 50 US
cents per acre. Behind the deals is Sheik Mohammed Al Amoudi - one of the world'
s 50 richest
people - who controls big parts of Ethiopia'
s private sector. Saudi Arabia is not involved in
Ethiopia only, but also in Tanzania, Mali, Senegal and Sudan. China has leased nine million
acres in Congo-Kinshasa, Qatar 250,000 acres in Kenya, Indian companies 800,000 acres in
Sudan, etc. Companies from Sweden and Norway have accessed land to cultivate Jatropha for
bio-diesel and timber for carbon credits. Such massive land transfer led to a mass movement
that overthrew the president of Madagascar, who had given half of the island'
s arable land to
the South Korean company Daewoo for 99 years as the people thought of this a re-colonisation.
The Daewoo deal had been expected to yield road and infrastructure development, similar to
many deals made between African governments and China. One underlying factor in these
deals is the lack of home grown, production and local consumption oriented development plans
in Africa.

Considerations of the implications of climate change that view forests as solutions have
opened up a rush for African land. Robeldo et al. (in German, Karsenty & Tiani, 2010:
354) place forests as both a cause and solution to climate change suggesting that “forests
can play a central role in climate change” and that “greenhouse gas emissions from
forests … account for up to 25 percent of the current yearly emissions worldwide”
Robledo et al. (in German, Karsenty & Tiani, 2010: 354). This analysis does not shade
light on why the main activities and contributors of climate change are located away

from the forests expected to facilitate in the mitigation. The interest in European
countries such as Norway and France for instance in Africa land, forests and timber
plantations is pursued in the name of climate change. Norwegian based company,
Green Resources has mapped out its stake in Africa claiming plantations in Tanzania,
Mozambique, Senegal and still searching in the pursuit of carbon credits in a manner
that has inspired critics’ use of terms such as carbon imperialism. Climate change
possibilities in the forest sector have created massive opportunities for the developed
countries while becoming a threat to the developing country economies and
communities.

The Case Study: A Field Research Report of the Clean Development Mechanism Timber
Plantations in Tanzania
The Norwegian company Green Resources Ltd has already planted 2600ha of its cheaply
acquired 14 000ha of land from the Idete community in the Iringa district in the southern
highlands of Tanzania. It is hoped that 7000 ha of this land will be planted to a combination of
eucalyptus and pine trees. The community is also encouraged to do its bit planting trees which
the company promises to buy. The primary motivation for this investment is to earn income
from the emerging carbon market made possible by the climate change. Once again, Africa’s
land and its forests which have served as the lung of the world, especially the developed
economies whose industrialisation model is not possible without the exploitation of cheap
labour and natural resources, especially land is being called to service the developed world.
Green Resources is hoping to acquire not less than 170 000ha of land in Tanzania alone with the
bulk (142 000ha) coming from the biodiversity rich and high rain-fed southern highlands. To
achieve such land grab without parting as much as a payment for a song, the company banks
on the poverty, illiteracy, ignorance and associated desperation of such communities. The
Tanzanian government, like many unimaginative African regimes that exchange their natural
regimes for some usually low returns foreign direct investment, is a happy customer and
facilitator for such projects.

The irony of Norwegian support for this type of investment must be contextualised. Norway
occupies an ambivalent position. On the one hand, it is a major oil producer and exporter
through the company now known as Statoil, and contributes substantially to global greenhouse
gas emissions. On the other Norway wants to be seen as a moral superpower and therefore
seeks to position itself with progressive policies (in matters of social, environmental, human
rights and other development issues). Claiming interests in taking the lead in climate
mitigation, Norway joined hands with France through the Oslo-Paris accord which is nothing
more than a platform to dominate and advance the acquisition of land as well as position itself
at the forefront of the carbon trade. This would make it the vanguard of the modern resource
imperialist onslaught on developing countries. In other words, Norway has become a modern
day colonial regime of special type whose supported companies such as Green Resource are
enslaving local communities on their own land. Taking advantage of the climate change debate
the Norwegian government committed itself to mitigation projects around the world through
the purchase of carbon reduction units (credits) for the purpose of offsetting domestic carbon
emissions. As such, Green Resources plantations in Tanzania are important as they are hoped
to rack in as much 400 000 carbon units.
Carbon sinks as Carbon Colonialism
Given, climate change is an ongoing process since the beginning of life on earth. Human
activities affect the environment but industrial activities have more impact. Developed
countries seeking to avoid the choice of reducing emissions have found an escape route in
planting trees for carbon sinks. Tanzania among other countries has been targeted by a
Norwegian government supported company, Green Resources to plant thousands of hectares of
trees in a sensitive grassland in Idete (Southern Highlands region). This amounts effectively to a
wasteful land-use choice for many reasons besides the environmental folly of permanently
distorting a unique grassland and biodiversity for the sake of meeting Norway’s need for
creating a carbon bank. This choice of land use can only be understood in the context of nonimaginative land-use planning and a failed investment policy drive. The notion that we need to
catch up with Europe and America, through the removal of our people from land and placing
them in wage employment only saves politicians from thinking harder and following the easier
way out in securing human livelihoods. Mwalimu Julius K. Nyerere, the founding father of

Tanzania, amply demonstrated that control and ownership of land and its proper use is the sure
way to establish a dignified human existence and ultimately grow the economy. But of course,
this requires more work than simply renting out land to so called investors and sitting back to
collect the taxes. If Green Resources is committed to helping resolve poverty, energy and
development challenges, why are they not simply supporting the energy and environment
sector to grow so that people stop cutting down trees for charcoal and then save trees and
collect carbon credits from the natural forests?

The answer is simple. This is more complicated, requires hard work and imagination and profit
margins would be low. That is what it is about … profit margins. Once the hi-tech nursery being
set up in Makungu village by Green Resources come on line, they would need more land and
they would employ less people. Villagers are already being encouraged to grow these exotic
trees in the name of corporate social investment so they can also sell credits. The villagers do
not understand the credit market and neither do they control it. If someone is interested in
addressing poverty why not support the ventures the people are already familiar with to ensure
sustainability, ownership and independence? Surely the Makungu people eat fruits and other
food items, not carbon. When asked, company officials suggested that fruit trees and food crops
do not do well in that region but I observed something totally different. Why is it important to
classify community land as marginal so that we can take it from them? One should visit and see
the state of social services such as schools and clinics in this area. Promises to establish better
services have not been met. But can you imagine an African entrepreneur going to Oslo to buy
a section of the town to address African problems of unemployment and economic
opportunities and then promise to build a couple of rondavels and an African traditional dance
school as an investment sweetener and make the Norwegian people work as cleaners and child
minders in that African investment? Why is it easy for these Europeans to come and buy us out
of the basis for our livelihood for the price of a song? Why is it easy for us to hand over our
birthright and then become slaves on it? Where is our pride as a people?

The plantation model is for many reasons the wrong way to go. The case of Mufindi Paper Mills
(MPM) is illustrative of this. The plantation model has failed local communities throughout the
world. Studies anywhere in the world. Tree plantations of pine, eucalyptus and wattle are

known to waste water and many countries licence their proliferation from a water management
point of view. Self regulatory standards such as the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) are meant
to create a basket of minimum principles for mitigating the negative impacts. Mufindi Paper
Mills feel that their practice is above such standards. Testing the claim on just a few of the
principles, MPM was found wanting without any effort. Mufindi plantations are planted in
disregard of standard planting distances away from water bodies, wetlands and sensitive
biodiverse areas. The Makungu community of Mgololo told us that as a result of irresponsible
waste management, their drinking water was affected and rivers intoxicated to the extent that
fish, snakes and birds were dying. Unfortunately, as in many places in the world – community
cries about bad plantation and pulp/paper mill practices tend to be given a deaf ear by both
company and government officials. Labour practices are so bad to be reflective of slave
conditions. The morning I was in Makungu, casual workers were on a go-slow resulting from a
wage dispute.

Former settler colonies such as South Africa, Kenya and Southern Rhodesia resorted to extraeconomic inducement in order to remove – then self sufficient Africans whose economy was
land based to work for them. This took the form of the expropriation of African land and
various taxes. Mufindi Paper Mill is also guilt of using criminally liable extra-economic methods
that border on gangsterism to force the local population to work for them. It is alleged that they
have destroyed a bridge to make it difficult for local people to access their farms. This push
people into poverty and then see the need to sell their labour for less than 2500 shillings a day.
Working conditions on the MPM establishments are deplorable. The majority of the workers are
casual labourers. This means that they have no pension, medical aid, cannot unionise and are
modern day slaves in their own country. What is more worrying is that MPM is expanding its
plantations. In some cases encroaching communal land and disregarding the people’s graves.

During the slave trade whites did not go to raid people in the villages but local chiefs were used
as agents and suppliers of human cargo. It seems that the modern day African chiefdom –
governments – are carrying on where the institution of chiefs left. In the name of attracting
foreign investment and blind employment creation, state officials are failing in their duty to
protect the people from the excesses of this glorified criminal strata musquarading as investors.

To illustrate this point, the Makungu community has made various representations to
government at all levels following all the laid channels to no avail. They feel that MPM is more
important to government than themselves. Honestly, why should be a cow bought to produce
milk be more important than the children its milk is meant to feed? Such warped judgements
are made in the context of the exaggerated sense of helplessness and African poverty by African
leaders. Many African leaders of middle class and bourgeoisie orientation see development as
catching up with the west and fail to realise the reality of Africa and that Africa is not poor.
African poverty is a conclusion based on an unfortunate understanding of world being that has
been deliberately pushed down the braisn of our leaders through western oriented neo-liberal
education. There is no education that is ideological free.

The General Manager of MPM, Y. V. Choudary, demonstrated utter disregard for community
concerns calling them nonsense. When asked why he was dumping irresponsibly and affecting
community health, he suggested that the community was trying to make political problems
there was no environmental crisis. He went further to say that the community bought dead fish
and snakes to plant them in the river to make MPM look bad. Can you believe that? As he
threatened to get us manhandled out of the MPM yard, Choudary threatened to make phone
calls to the police, Ministry of Natural Resources, Home and Foreign Affairs.” There is an
underlining code running in the mindset of the Choudary type investors that says that we must
be blindly grateful to the investment they make as if they are doing it for charity. Choudary was
at pains to explain that 50 years of post independence development plans have failed, the mill
was closed for more than a decade, so we should not question his business practice because he
is doing us all a huge favor!
Green Resources: Promises, Activities and Investment
Green Resources owns and operates the former Tanzanian government Sao Hills Mills where it
produces transmission poles as well as carpentry and according to the Green Resources
Company Report 2008/2009, the company is Africa’s “leading forestation company” which is
“growing trees to generate carbon credits and bio-energy and to manufacture wood products”
priding itself in the fact that it has “probably planted more new trees than any other private
company in Africa during the past ten years; a record 4.200 ha of new forest was planted in

2008”. The same report also indicates that the company “holds more than 200 000 ha of land for
future planting and conversation and started the first harvest from its own forest in 2008”.
Green Resources issued a press release, claiming that the proposed project would be
”reforesting degraded grasslands” and creating ”3000 jobs” in the region.

See

http://www.greenresources.no (since removed from website). The CDM aspect of GR project
in Tanzania is simply but part of a huge array of other timber based products. From talking to
different officials of GR, there is no consensus on whether the CDM aspect is the main activity
in Tanzania or what percentage of its other timber based activities it occupies. According to the
Company Report (2008/2009: 2), “all green resources carbon offset revenues will be reinvested
in new carbon offset activities or be used for community developments in Africa, making the
credits some of the most attractive in the world”
Community Impacts (social and economic)
On paper, Tanzania land ownership systems empower the local community to make decisions
relating to transactions with business entities regarding their land. However, local communities
such as the Idete and Makungu communities do not have the sophistication to deal with
international land speculators masquerading as investors and agents of development. For this
reason, such investment is organised through a national government agency, the Tanzania
Investment Corporation (TIC). Basing from experiences in Southern Africa, Brazil and India, it
is the attitude of the researcher that the land equation should form the basis upon which these
investment programmes are either accepted or vetoed against taking into consideration the
government of Tanzania’s own admission that “Land is the engine for economic growth and
population survival. In Tanzania 80% of GDP comes from agriculture” therefore any
mismanagement and careless transfer of land would have severe consequences to people. As
no-one owns land but holds it in trust for future generations, it should be an ethical issue that
current generations commit the land they hold in trust for time longer than they will be alive.
On this basis, the 99 year leases offered investment companies are seen as morally and ethically
indefensible. Other independent international bodies such as the Food and Agricultural
Organisation (FAO), the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) and the
International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED) also considered the possibility
of these massive agricultural (and plantation) investment and international land deals in Africa

as being either Land grab or development opportunity suggesting that land is “rightly a hot issue
because land is so central to identity, livelihoods and food security.”
Land as a livelihood anchor
It is common knowledge that Tanzania is still largely a rural economy and land is central to the
livelihood system of the bulk of the people. People must own, access and control land for them
to derive livelihood benefits. As such, It is common cause that the majority of Tanzanians live in
rural areas thus economic orientation would show a heavy reliance on land. As such,
considerations for land ownership, control and access as well as its possible transfer to business
concerns, local or international, in Tanzania must be made against the social, economic and
cultural factors, all leading to livelihood systems. A combination of massive increases in human
population poorly resourced communities still using traditional means of producing food, land
quality and availability gets undermined. Investments such as those pursued by Green
Resources introduces a ‘clash of civilisations’ within a context of poor understanding of rural
land management systems whose result has been placing communities under immense pressure
and the misleading labelling of land as idle. The GM proudly suggested that GR is going all out
to encourage individual community members to grow timber in their woodlots with the
intended desire being to source such timber at maturity, either as timber or in its most
fashionable and marketable for, carbon credits. The cumulative impacts of villagers planting an
average of half a hectare to 6 ha of timber woodlots in response to this market demand will
ultimately have a negative impact on land available for food production and other livelihood
strategies of these communities. Thus even if, land remains in the hands of the community
itself, if the main economic activity on such land is based on the production of a commodity for
which the local community neither has any immediate need nor use, such comprises of a land
theft – as such land becomes practically unavailable. This should be contextualised in the cost of
harvesting and reclaiming land after timber plantations have been grown on it. Such costs are
beyond the reach of local communities.
Impact of GR activities on the local community access to food and water
Access to food and water has till now been mediated by the market, but is yet to be fully
developed in rural Tanzania. Rural communities are certainly operating at the fringes of the
market for goods and services. This is what has been considered in other theoretical models as

the dual economy model where the urban is complex, mechanised and modern, while the rural
is traditional, traditional and in comparison ‘backward’. A more careful observation however,
would show that the rural-urban is not an accident but a result of colonial economic planning
which made the rural space the appendix of the urban economy through the extraction of cheap
labour and alienation of land. Asked if the project would have any impact on the food and
water resources at the national level, there were different responses by varying groups. The
responses can be reduced to the different categories of the respondents, which also quite clearly
indicate a class bias. One of the things not factored in by communities that consider a land deal
as not bad for them, is that they do not calculate for population increase and neither do they
realise that they are trading land that they do not completely own. They hold this land in trust
for future generations and cannot make lasting decisions on what they do not own.
How will the community be compensated for their losses?
The Green Resources officials suggested that the communities will be compensated through job
creation and other non-economic benefits from the project. According to the company spin,
when the community receive income from the project, from renting out their land as well as
from employment opportunities – they would be more than compensated. The General
Manager, GR emphasised the point that, in fact, the community stand out to be the first
beneficiaries as it takes years for the company to start reaping profits. He supported this
argument by saying that while employment and other benefits are already received by the
community, it takes longer than 7 years for the trees to mature (Eucalyptus). As such, the first 5
or so years of a plantation investment go to the community. This analysis assumes that the
community receives meaningful jobs in which they receive a living wage. Some of the
compensatory items are listed in the section on the promises by the company. However, a visit
to the Idete community indicated the extend to which such social services such as clinics and
schools that the company promised to improve have not been improved. These amenities were
cited in the deal as areas that the company could facilitate a compensation for the community.
However, to date, such amenities are still in dire straits. As such, the notion of compensation is
doubtful. It seems to me that this generation is committing a huge crime against the future
generation of Africans. By selling the land given to us in trust for the future generation we are
guilty of stealing from that future generations of Africans. Our universities and research

institutions should by now be producing knowledge and technology that can further our
productive capacity in a sustainable way. Ideologically, the thrust and energies of our
development policies should be aimed at producing what we need as opposed to the current
production aimed at meeting raw material demands of developed nations. We have become a
mass of consumer robots for goods and services we do not and are excluded from producing.
By now we should have learnt that any development model that concentrates resources in the
hands of a few and on one product line is doomed to fail. An investment paradigm that is based
on broad based access to resources and economic opportunities is more sustainable in the long
run. There is no measure for calculating the compensation to the community. The company’s
business proposal and feasibility study is the only existing cost benefit analysis on the project.
The government departments that sign on these deals do not have the capacity to mount their
own measurements to ensure that these deals are mutually beneficial. The lack of capacity in the
community institutions preclude them from understanding the deals they are signing and let
alone to establish a cost benefit analysis of the projects they commit their resources to.
Community participation in decision making on land transfer
The company, Green Resources’s understanding of consultation with the community is very
shallow as it ignores the power relations between local leaders and the communities, as well as
the issues around gender. Meetings with village leadership are considered as consultation. This
position is erroneous on many fronts. The assumption that traditional village leadership
represents every voice in the community must be challenged. The lack of recognition of
patriarchy and that women voices may not be adequately catered for in rural male dominated
traditional systems is problematic. The power relations between sophisticated company
executives (often assisted and with regional government officials on their side) and the largely
less sophisticated (in the ways of the urban and commercial world) traditional leadership
cannot be passed as consultation. The rural areas of Idete and Makungu do not have
Community Property Institutions but traditional authority systems that link to government
institutions. They are also paid and supported by central government. The payment of
traditional authority has the impact of shifting loyalty from community to those that pay the
allowances. Achieving community consensus in rural communities takes a more laborious and
rigorous investment in time for meetings with various stakeholders including empowerment

processes to comprehend the process, than business is able (and prepared) to invest. After all,
the state of ignorance about the complex business world is better for business.
What will be the effect of roads built to access the plantations?
Terrible road conditions make rural movement and transport difficult and expensive. Heavy
trucks carrying logs and timber further damage these roads. Without proper road access, rural
areas remain remote and excluded from the economic activities that make urban areas
employment centres. The road between Sao Hill Mill and the Makungu community is not all
weather and creates movement problems for the community. The timber industry claims that
they have actually put more money in opening roads when compared to the government
infrastructure investment in the remote areas. I guess this absolves them for heavily loaded
trucks damaging these roads then! This is consistent with the extractive nature of global
capitalist logic as introduced by imperial colonialism. With this type of infrastructural
investment, the rural communities and rural economic activities become appended to the logic
of this extractive investment.

The Research team negotiating a difficult road trip in a SUV

In some areas, roads are specifically for the extraction of timber logs.

This is consistent with the extractive nature of global capitalist logic as introduced by
imperial colonialism. With this type of infrastructural investment, the rural
communities and rural economic activities become appended to the logic of this
extractive investment.

The Green resources Hi-tech tree nursery in Makungu
to

A South African designed hi-tech nursery in Makungu indicates the planned extent
which timber plantations are envisaged for this region.

South African designed Hi-tech seeder
This hi-tech nursery has the capacity to produce thousands of seedlings a day, which
can only make sense if more land than the current acquired 25 000 ha is planned.
Already a community extension programme through which communities are
encouraged to plant timber trees on their land is market for such a plant. Such hitech machines also have a huge impact on labour. Currently, the existing plantations
are planted from manually grown seeds leading to employment opportunities for
the local community. Hi-tech operations employ fewer people and also presuppose
the existence of a skills or literacy base upon which further training could be
pursued. In the case of this region, high tech operations will mean the automatic
exclusion of local community job seekers, as there is low literacy and schooling
opportunities.
This has the potential for placing more land than written in the business and EIA
plans under tree plantations. With a massive productive capacity, the question that
GR has not answered is where they would get the land to plant all the seedlings to
justify investment in such a hi-tech plant. It is clear from discussions with GR
officials at Sao Hill Mills office that more land would be acquired indirectly by
promoting individual household and community woodlots. These woodlots are
promoted as a panacea for poverty and as a way of mainstreaming local
involvement in the timber and carbon market. This option for land-use may look
attractive but the rural participants in this contract farming arrangement do not
have the necessary basket of information in terms of what the possible levels of
income would be over the years. As such they are not able to calculate the
opportunity cost for one land use over the other.

A manual nursery system employs more people than the machine-based system

Social Services in Idete
One of the promises made by GR is that it would improve the living conditions of the
people of these communities. This is not evident in Idete where the standard of living,
the resources and facilities are in a state of disrepair. The school, clinic and district office
at Idete leave a lot to be desired for a community that has given up their land in
exchange for the promises of modernising their standard of living.

Blessing (the author) sitting with an Idete youth outside the Idete Community Office:
Green Resources promised a new administration complex. This was started during the
negotiations, however, since the planting started the building has not proceeded.

The poor state of a classroom at Idete Primary School
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The houses of the communities in Idete indicate a very low living standard. From the
picture below, it is fair to suggest that these people live below the poverty datum line
and suffer all levels of deprivation, income and asset poverty. As such, they are locked
in cycle of poverty for which these type of investment would not help. A different more
redistributive regime of investment is required to change this scenario. This would
entail a combination of improvement of productive capacity of land and local livelihood
strategies coupled with the provision of quality employment for some members of the
household. Given the poor quality of jobs in tree plantation projects, employment of
people in abject poverty translates to further marginalisation.

A house in the Idete Community, site of Green Resources’ second plantation
in the southern Tanzania Highlands
A working model for the improvement of local lives out of abject poverty requires a
redistributive public investment regime that is based on enhancing people’s current
livelihood strategies. Where people have land as in this case, the thrush should be
making that land productive and ensuring food security at the household level. Beyond
the food security, the next level is to link this production with a market to increase
household income. Increased food security and household income would improve the
household health and access to education. The cumulative impact of this is increased
production, which leads to improved standards of living and multiplies income and
increase the asset base thus weaning the poor out of conditions of poverty to
subsistence and then put them on the line for an improved standards of living. This
however, requires increased government action in the poor sectors of the economy as
well as better planning and coordination. Many African governments find doing such
things cumbersome and thus prefer to outsource development to private investors.
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Timber in the Local Economy of Tanzania
What is encouraging about the Tanzania model is that in comparison to experiences in
South Africa, there is more evidence of timber utilisation at the local level. The industry
in Tanzania is dynamic and involves a spectrum of players from small-scale operators
using hand tools to international players using advanced technology. As such it has
potential to increase community participation in timber processing.

A shelter made from sawn timber, a positive example of timber use at the local level.
The table in the picture below was designed and made by a carpenter in Makungu. This
entrepreneurial spirit is present in many villages of Tanzania. However, poor people
find it difficult to access the equipment needed for this type of operation. One of the
most prohibitive factors is that access to electricity is not widespread. There is need to
expand the opportunities for local alternative energy sources so as to power local
village based industrial capacity.

Local furniture shop coffee table
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This small timber workshop is established along the main road between Morogoro and
Iringa. The owner operator is an ex-teacher who upon retirement purchased the
equipment and land to set up this workshop. He works with his sons and transfers his
skills. It employs about 7 youngsters who are all apprentices and wish to establish their
own workshop in future.

Local furniture shop producing items for local consumption
The drums in the coffee shop and bar in Dar es Salaam can be traced to a workshop like
the one above.

Furniture sourced from informal local furniture shop showing the possible
integration of the informal into the formal
The timber working business has also seen the entry of small players using very
unsophisticated adapted machinery, often hand held. However, characteristic of this
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sector is the use of poorly paid migrant workers. The conditions of these migrant
workers leave a lot to be desired. They do not have protective wear and other benefits.
They also work for a fraction of their labour’s worth.

A small-scale sawmill preparing timber on the roadside, just within the plantation
There are also some middle-sized players like the Mufindi Wood Poles Plant & Timber
Ltd, which employs an average of 30 workers. There is a need for a survey of this sector,
but indications are that cumulatively, this sector of small and medium timber saw mills
and related activities add value to the Tanzanian timber sector. A study of this sector
would have the positive impact of informing policy on how this sector could be
improved as it has the cumulative impact of employing more people than the large
scale highly (relatively) mechanised sector.

A medium wood pole enterprise that has expanded over the years
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Mufindi Paper Mills and Local Development

The Mufindi Paper Mills located in Makungu Community
The expansion of timber production is having a negative impact on rainfall patterns,
water availability and leading to the change in rainfall patterns. Grasslands are depleted
and transformed.

A food crop near to a Sao Hill Mills plantation on the way to Makungu/Idete
While the MPM proudly refer to their good environmental practices, just a walk out of
their office premises and drive along the plantation roads is evidence of wanton neglect
of the minimum good plantation management standards. This is easy to understand in
light of Choudary’s claim that there is no active civil society/NGO life to bother about.
Choudary also sees MPM’s role in the Tanzanian timber industry as that of a saviour,
given that the company, which used to be government owned and run had been
running a loss, and no one would buy it. So, he is of the arrogant opinion that MPM
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should be handled with kid gloves and be seen as a messiah to people’s employment
needs and should not be subjected to any scrutiny.

Irresponsible dumping by MPM along a riverbed where communities
allege the death of fish, snakes and birds

Riparian land being encroached on by a plantation close to Sao Hill Mills
The planting of trees along water bodies and wetlands is a good example of how
minimum plantation establishment and management standards are being ignored.
Gully erosion from bad planting and timber extraction habits – poor silviculture.
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Gully erosion in a Mufindi Paper Mills owned plantation
The loss of land, reduced soil quality and the siltation of rivers is a common problem in
the timber belts of Tanzania. The river basis in the southern highlands is suffering
massive siltation and the quality of land undermined in the face of rising population
and increasing food demand.

Mufindi Paper plantation clearcut
The plantations established on such steep slopes create the danger of increasing erosion
and soil degradation. The minimum standards of plantation management prohibit the
planting of trees in certain slopes. Evidently, such minimum guidelines as generous as
they are are over-ridden by profit margin considerations.
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Dumping site just outside MPM close to Makungu community
One of the common problems with small, medium and large sawmills is the unplanned
and irresponsible dumping of mill waste. This problem is more pronounced in the
bigger mills as these have bulk waste, which also contain chemicals that affect water
and the environment.
The Environment, Energy and Carbon Question
One of the biggest threats to the environment in Tanzania is the proliferation of charcoal
production. If GR is interested in carbon credits in a manner that protects the
environment, the place to start in a country like Tanzania is to stop the tide of
deforestation for the purpose of charcoal making. A look at the charcoal making
industry and its link to the energy, land and livelihood is important to narrate.
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Roadside market for charcoal
Rural communities living in poverty are responding to the demand for charcoal in the
urban homesteads. Tanzania’s energy supply lags far behind the demand. It is
estimated that Tanzania can meet only 7% of its energy requirement and the rest
depend on other forms of energy for which the proliferation of charcoal
entrepreneurship has become an economic response. The problem with this
development is that rural labour and energy has been divested from agriculture based
livelihood strategies to the production of charcoal. The prices of charcoal are higher in
urban areas than in the rural area, the point of production. The truckers and bakkie
(utility vans) owners buy the charcoal bags at an average of 12 to 18 000 shillings
depending on distance from town but the same bag fetches an average of 35 to 45 000
once it reaches the urban centre. An economic cost benefit analysis of the production of
charcoal shows that the cost of production of a bag of charcoal is higher than 120 000
shilling (this does not include the cost to the environment). The loss of labour to
agriculture means that rural poor are now faced with higher food prices, for which they
have no means by which to meet their food requirements. This fly in the face of the food
security regime that suggests that people do not necessarily have to grow their own
food to be food secure but can engage in other activities to obtain the means with which
to buy food.
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Returning to the energy-carbon link, monoculture tree plantations in a grassland do not
seem to be a very environmental friendly and conscious decision in a country where
investment in the energy sector could protect existing forests and then secure carbon
credits through the REDD mechanism as opposed to the CDM mechanism.
The report below about the Norwegian government funding projects to reduce
deforestation is indicative of the contradictions in the forest serving, grassland
destroying and development claims on African land. The Norwegian government
wrongly (deliberately) describes plantation projects as a project to stem deforestation.
The projects they are involved in are planting exotic trees in grasslands, not in formerly
deforested woodlands. As such the assumption below is misleading.

Planting new trees in grassland has nothing to do with stopping deforestation. It could
be true as the Prime Minister suggests that Tanzanians are cutting down trees as
indicated above for opening land for agriculture and now mostly, for charcoal making.
He is quoted as saying:
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The answer to this deforestation suggested above is not by replacing grasslands with
plantations. Instead, a well calculated response and genuine concern to help should be
targeted towards restoring the natural forests that are being cut down, not by planting
new trees where they have not been. The full press release below, indicate a different
form of agenda, clarified in the last sentence, that reads:

This is what tree plantations are actually about, acquiring carbon credits in order to be
seen as carbon neutral, and not about helping Tanzania reduce deforestation.
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In allowing the conversion of grasslands into tree plantations under the CDM, the
government of Tanzania has lost the opportunity to acquire investment in energy
development, or through the double-edged sword policy that could deliver natural
forest conservation through the REDD mechanism.

The above picture indicates the natural Southern Highlands vegetation. It is not a
forested area but grassland. To plant trees in this land as a ‘reforestation’ suggests that
there was a forest before and this cannot be correct.
Local Economy
Rural development and the upliftment of poor rural people is one of the main promises
and selling points for international investors such as the GR. However, more often than
not, these so-called upliftment programmes by-pass and undermine the efforts of local
entrepreneurs. The young men in the picture below who call themselves the Chawanda
Group, used to source their produce from rural producers of vegetables. Now they are
forced to travel longer distances by bus and truck to buy vegetables to sell. According to
them, it makes more sense to them for such developers to support local production of
food, goods and services that the people need rather than introducing foreign things
that change their lifestyles and culture.
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The Chawanda Group is a co-operative of young men who buy and sell agricultural
produces on the roadside between Morogoro and Iringa

Local grasslands support the cattle economy. The agricultural potential of the southern
highlands is deliberately downplayed to promote and to justify land use change from
crop production as shown below, to timber plantations.
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In the photo above, cassava, bananas, fruit trees and vegetables provides the household
with a balanced and secured culturally sensitive diet. The local food store below sells
food grain from the smallholders’ field.

Local maize seed requiring better storage
Climate Change and the Poor: What Progressive Alternative Exist?
Changes in climate are already heaving a heavy toll on human survival and most especially the
poor who face increasingly reduced access to food, fisheries, fresh water and other natural
resources that sustain their livelihoods. The Human Impact Report (2009:) paints a rather grim
picture: every year climate change leaves over 300 000 people dead, 325 million people seriously
affected, and economic losses of US$125 billion, 4 billion people are vulnerable, and 500 million
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people are at extreme risk. Unfortunately, the market based response to this crisis, threatens to
further entrench the disaster. Progressive responses to the climate change scourge entails
improving the standard of living and productivity of rural communities, not displacing them.
According to Oxfam’s National Change Strategy for Tanzania 2007 – 2017:

80% of Tanzanians poorest people live in rural areas. 81% of those, according to the
2000/01 Household Budget Survey, cited agriculture as their main source of income.
That’s over 22 million people (and it’s a conservative estimate) reliant on subsistence
farming or smallholder business in order to survive.
In a country where agriculture is by far the biggest industry singularly accounting for nearly
50% of the GDP, the development and mainstreaming of this sector is at the heart of responses
to climate change and poverty. Oxfam rightfully argues that consistent and effective investment
in rural growth, especially in smallholder agriculture to reduce poverty, is strategically spot on.
Unfortunately, the recent adoption of Kilimo Kwanza (Agriculture First) as the country’s
development strategy, based on the new green revolution models, seems to be geared for
further land alienation from the masses of the rural poor to enhance large-scale commercialised
farming of bio-fuels and other cash crops.
Conclusion
The findings of the research indicated that a working model for the improvement of local lives
out of abject poverty requires a redistributive public investment regime that is based on
enhancing people’s current livelihood strategies. Development for communities with access to
land should focus on ensuring high productivity and ensuring food security at the household
level. Beyond the food security, the next level is to link this production with a market to
increase household income. Increased food security and household income would improve the
household health and access to education. The cumulative impact of this is increased
production, which leads to improved standards of living and multiplies income and increase
the asset base thus weaning the poor out of conditions of poverty to subsistence and then put
them on the line for an improved standards of living. This however, requires increased
government action in the poor sectors of the economy as well as better planning and
coordination. Many African governments find doing such things cumbersome and thus prefer
to outsource development to private investors.
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